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When will the 1950 census be released?  
The official census day in 1950 was April 1. Release by the National Archives: April 2022.  
 
Geographic Areas Covered in the 1950 Census 

• continental United States, and the territories of Alaska and Hawaii,  
• American Samoa, the Canal Zone, Guam, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands of the United 

States, and some of the smaller island territories. 
 
1950 Census Enumerators 
Up until 1870 the job of census taker fell to U.S. Marshals who received very little training or 
instructions. It wasn’t until 1830 that they used printed schedules. In 1879 an act of congress 
passed shifting the job to people specifically hired as enumerators just in time for the 1880 census.  

Census enumerators came from all walks of life and had to be trained so that everyone got 
counted with the fewest mistakes possible. 26 chief instructors would teach a few hundred 
instructors to train 8300 crew leaders who would ultimately train over 140,000 census 
enumerators.  
 
In 1950 they set a goal to provide more complete and accurate information than ever before. They not 
only introduced a new training program but also conducted a post-enumeration survey. 

The geographic area to be covered by the enumerator was divided up into Enumeration 
Districts. These ensured that enumerators were not crossing paths and duplicating efforts. EDs 
were just the right size so that the census taker could cover  the area in one census period, 
which was about 2-4 weeks. Enumeration District maps were drawn for the 1950 census.   

 
It takes time for the entire census to be indexed. If you want to start using it as soon as it’s 
released, you will need ED maps. You’ll need to know where your relatives lived so that you can 
find the address on the ED map. The map will provide you with the associated ED number. This 
number is needed to search the unindexed census.  There are 8000 ED maps that have been 
digitized. Learn how to access the maps by watching and reading 1950 Census Enumeration 
District Maps (Elevenses with Lisa episode 79.) 
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1950 Census Enumerator Instructions 
The 1950 census enumerator instructions are important for you as a researcher because they 
explain what you’re seeing on the census page. If we see a mark or a notation, or a field left 
blank, the instructions will explain why the census did it that way. If we understand the why 
behind the information we find we will be much more likely to interpret it correctly.  
 
1940 census: X in circles “after name of person furnishing information." This helps us better 
determine the validity of the information provided for each individual in the household.  
 
Enumerating a Moving Population 
T-Night canvasses were held on Tuesday April 11 & Thursday April 13, 1950. Tuesday, April 11, 
1950 was the date for “an intensive drive to cover in a single night the occupants of certain 
places usually devoted to transients” such as hotels, YMCAs, and tourist courts or camps 
(campgrounds).  Individual Census Report Form (ICR) - completed by the person being counted 
instead of by the census taker. Even after all of this extra effort, some people never completed 
the ICR form. In those cases, the enumerator would fill out the ICR on information taken from 
the hotel register. The entry on the census would be marked “REG” indicating that the 
information came from the hotel register. 
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